
USE EXPERTS, GET EXPERT RESULTS

AVOID A CAPITAL INVESTMENT

PREVENT THEFT, LOSS  PRIVACY BREACH
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN SMBS TRY TO DIGITIZE IN-HOUSE
> Massive capital investment

> Significant strain on staff

> Inefficiencies and errors from working outside their areas of expertise

OUTSOURCING DIGITIZATION: THE SMART 
CHOICE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
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Document Imaging/Scanning
Digitize your documents with flexible
solutions built around your small
business needs. 

gninnacS drawroF yaD >
Scan, index and convert your paper documents
when they are produced or received in the
normal course of business.

>  Backfile Scanning
Quickly convert legacy paper records to digital
files in priority order.

dnameD no egamI >
Scan only the records you need when you need
them to reduce costs significantly.

Workflow Automation 
Capitalize on digitization by making processes  
more effective and efficient. Increase accuracy and 
reduce administrative burden by automating back office 
workflows including human resources, contracts 
management and accounts payable/receivable.

Advisory Services 
Get access to the most experienced information
governance consultancy in the industry to help you
optimize retention, privacy, compliance, content
classification and risk management practices.
Iron Mountain can even place our experts on-site in your 
offices for close collaboration on short- or
long-term projects. 

Policy Center Solution
Manage your compliance responsibilities with a legally
defensible and always current retention schedules.
Through an intuitive web-based dashboard, you can easily 
demonstrate compliance with current regulations, make 
edits to record classes and share policies to keep
employees updated on the latest legal boundaries. 

Digital Storage
Take the first step on your digital transformation 
journey with Iron Mountain Insight® Essential 
Edition. It’s a subscription solution that combines
physical document scanning and digital storage in 
a secure cloud repository. It also gives you the 
option to integrate documents from other digital 
repositories or a single file resource solution. 

SOLVE: DIGITAL SOLUTIONS EVOLVE: INFORMATION GOVERNANCE (IG)
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There is no perfect pathway to digital expertise. Each small business approaches the challenge from a different 
perspective. Wherever your business is on the road to true digital maturity, Iron Mountain has the solutions, technology 
and expertise necessary to help.

TRANSFORMATIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR OUR DIGITAL AGE
“Businesses are increasingly leveraging document outsourcing services during COVID-19 pandemic to streamline daily 
operations…Besides the pandemic, a general requirement to streamline business operations has prompted small, 
medium and large-scale corporations to invest a major chunk of their revenue in document outsourcing services.”

“Before partnering with Iron Mountain, we needed to drop 
everything, locate and pull invoices and research transaction 
histories manually. Now, we have online access to invoices to 
review with a quick keystroke.”
Scott Brunner, Manager of Disbursements & Commitment Accounting, 
SunGard Availability Services 
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